YALU, son of YADIN
Player: Rod Anderson
Created: April 24, 2022 for Sorcerer RPG using Sorcerer and Sword supplement.
The Master of Music under King Omari’s reformist regime in Luzom, he was part of a great
flowering of artistic expression in Ammon-Ta. This ended when religious traditionalists
overthrew Omari to enthrone a child-king under their control, and Yalu fled eastward to breathe
freer air. Yalu has taken a position as the court musician for a wealthy merchant in Shadrazar.
Stamina 4 Arcane Regimen (breath/meditation/martial arts) Breath and yogic meditation
Will 5 Zest for Life
Lore 1 Naive
Past 5: Omari’s Master of Music
Humanity 5
Price: Impious (-1 to interactions with conventionally religious people)
Telltale: Unusual scar on chest where conjoined twin was removed at birth
Destiny: Unchanging Star
No Bound demon (but what about that conjoined twin? I know, but that’s something I think I’ll
leave on the back burner for now)
Kicker: Yalu has heard a legend that an instrument of the old ones lies buried beneath Sharazad,
and no human has ever heard its music. He must be the first to play it!
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Hamze, The Beggar King
Player: Jon Hastings
Created: April 24, 2022 for Sorcerer RPG using Sorcerer and Sword supplement.
Stamina (Arcane Regimen) 3 (Potions and Tinctures)
Will (Aristocrat)
4
Lore (Adept)
3 (Knowledge of Places of the Old Ones, a secret oral tradition among
certain members of the beggar community)
Past (The Beggar King) 4
Humanity
4 3 (1pt lost in binding Gissu)
Price: Chronic bouts of fever (-1 to Stamina for any extended physical activity)
(Exposed to an ancient plague in his first encounter with a place of the Old Ones).
Telltale: Speaks in archaic dialect
Demon: Gissu
Type: Object, Instrument of the Old Ones
Telltale: Gissu is a cloak appearing to be made of very coarse fabric when not worn;
however, the color and texture of the fabric appears to change when you’re not looking.
Abilities:
Armor (self), Armor (target), Cover (Aristocrat) (target), Cover (Peasant) (target)
Boost: Stamina (target), Cloak (conceals user) (target)
Perception: enhanced hearing (target)
Lore: 7
Power: 8
Will: 8
Stamina: 7
Binding: 2 dice advantage
Desire: To Worship (the Old Ones) (To bring back the worship of the Old One).
Need: reveal secrets
Kicker:
Hamze, the Beggar King of Shadrazar, had ambitions above his station: he romanced Ashara,
daughter of one of the great Merchant Princes, who returned his love. But her brothers severely
disapproved: they enlisted the aid of Buzur, Hamze’s discontent lieutenant, who betrayed
Hamze and led him to an ambush. He was set upon by Ashara’s brothers and left for dead on a
pile of plague-ridden corpses destined to be buried in a mass grave.
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